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EDITORIAL

After the end of 1966 the Postgraduate Medical Journal will be published for the Fellowship
of Postgraduate Medicine by Blackwell's Scientific Publications, of Oxford and Edinburgh. The
annual subscription rate remains unchanged, and there will be very little change in the appearance
of each issue, though the old-fashioned heading on the first page will disappear.

After publishing the Postgraduate Medical Journal continuously for 43 years the Fellowship
experienced certain printing difficulties in the summer of 1966 which led to the late appearance
of the last six issues of the year and which finally convinced the Executive Council that
professional help was necessary.

There will be no change in the present Editorial policy- to produce a monthly review devoted
mainly to subjects of current interest and growing importance in all branches of medicine. All
the present features of the Journal will be continued - the series of Current Surveys of subjects
of great clinical importance and the regular publication of Case Reports (a section for which an
ever-increasing number of reports is being submitted), together with Book Reviews and Post-
graduate News. Several issues a year will be devoted to authoritative symposia, to which
prominent workers in different fields will be invited to contribute. The January, 1967, number
will take the form of a symposium on the Pancreas, with papers written by surgeons, a physician,
a pathologist and a radiologist. It is the conviction of the Editorial Board that an important
function of a Journal of this kind is to include very full bibliographies with papers in these
symposia, which are an attempt to provide a partial solution to the ever-growing problem of
fragmentation in specialized medicine.

An increasing number of supplements to the regular monthly issues will also be published,
some devoted to the early and full publication of the proceedings of conferences, others to short
monographs on subjects of particular topical interest which would be too long to include in an
ordinary issue and which are of sufficient importance to merit separate presentation. Where the
author's monograph deals with a clinical subject to which he has made an outstanding original
contribution it will qualify him for a Maurice Davidson Award from the fund generously endowed
by the President of the Fellowship of Postgraduate Medicine.

We know from our enquiries that the Postgraduate Medical Journal is read much more
widely than its actual circulation figures suggest and that it is one of the most sought-after journals
in all medical libraries. Nearly every copy sold has many readers, whereas a large number of
copies of some journals with greater circulation are never read at all. Unfortunately these facts
make no impression on advertisers, so that only a small fraction of the advertising revenue which
enables American medical journals to publish so many pages is available to independent journals
in this country. The publication of this Journal by Blackwell's Scientific Publications will not
lead to any lowering of production standards, but the reverse. Even if British journals are smaller
than American ones there is no reason why they should look very inferior to them.
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